WHY SHOULD YOU ATTEND IFDAT?

OLA RONSEN  
Aker Solutions AS (Norway)

“As a new employee health administrator responsible for substance abuse policy and testing, I found the last two IFDAT conferences to be unique opportunities for gaining new insight and learning how other companies manage their drug and alcohol programs. The conference covers a broad spectrum of issues from new testing technologies to clinical rehabilitation and legal responsibilities. Don’t miss out on the next opportunity and particularly not the fantastic social networking!”

COLIN WOODS  
DISA Global Solutions, Inc. (USA)

“The IFDAT conference provides an excellent platform to gain exposure internationally. The sessions provide education around policies and procedures across multiple countries. The agenda also allows for networking with various providers, partners, and end users.”

SERAP ANNETTE AKGÜR  
Ege University Institute on Drug Addiction (Turkey)

“IfDAT is a powerful forum for antidrug effort by drug testing. These collaborative approaches with different companies and researchers give the chance to share valuable informative experience and knowledge.”

MARC DEVEAUX  
Laboratoire Toxlab (France)

“The IFDAT conference always provides a fantastic opportunity to bring together the people who share the same concerns with drug and alcohol in the workplace. The conference is a great place to build networking opportunities with MROs, industry leaders, customers, experts and analysts. I am looking forward to meeting people from different parts of the world.”

DOUG MULLEN  
Aviation of America (USA)

“IfDAT is the only global organization that regularly brings together employers, regulators, medical professionals and innovators in the field of drug and alcohol testing. IFDAT plays an important role as the world gets smaller and sharing the latest developments from all areas of the globe is critical.”

PER BJÖRKLÖV  
Chairman of IFDAT (Sweden)

“IfDAT is the only true international forum for workplace drug testing. The conference provides an opportunity to meet people from all over the world and to develop a fantastic global network.”

DAN DEMERS  
CannAmm (Canada)  
President Elect – Substance Abuse Program Administrators Association (USA)

“This forum is different than any others. IFDAT goes beyond sharing best practices, new technologies, new approaches and offers an unmatched network of the world’s most highly capable professionals. IFDAT is a group that is passionate to help one another shape the world of safety, it is because of this level collaboration; IFDAT will be an opportunity I will never miss.”

www.ifdat.com
2018 SESSIONS

REGULATIONS & STANDARDS
- EWDTs – Update to Oral Fluid Testing Guidelines
- SAPAA Legal Committee Update on North American Regulatory Changes
- United Kingdom Accreditation Service Update - ISO17025

INDUSTRY REQUIREMENTS, STAKEHOLDER REQUIREMENTS & TECHNOLOGY
- Union Perspective Panel – Striking a Balance of Interests
- International Aviation Panel – Global Regulatory Comparisons
- DATIA/IPIECA Update on Program Guidelines for the Oil and Gas Industry
- Impairment Technology Panel – Emerging Tools, Current and New Approaches & Challenges

OCCUPATIONAL & PUBLIC SAFETY
- Road Safety Panel – International Epidemiological Data Comparisons
- Occupational Safety Panel – International Data Comparisons in Safety Sensitive Industries
- Health Effects of Drug Use – World Health Organization
- International Law Enforcement Panel – Interpol, International Law Enforcement Academies & Royal Canadian Mounted Police - Panel

INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICES
- Irish Regional Panel
- Marijuana & Regulation Panel – Science & Public Policy
- IFDAT MRO Committee Panel – “Talk With the Docs”
- IFDAT Legal Committee Panel – “Data Transfer & Privacy”
- New: Round Table Group Discussions on Top Challenges, Widest Information Gaps & Industry Challenges

KEY SPEAKERS 2018
- Dr. Ola Rønset, Medical Director, Aker Solution ............................................... Norway
- Dr. Todd Simo, Chief Medical Officer, HireRight .................................................... USA
- Frank Zampello, ExxonMobil ..................................................................................... USA
- Dr. Michelle Liu, Cathay Pacific .................................................................................. Hong Kong
- Dr. Martin Hogan ........................................................................................................ Ireland
- Dr. Helene Yangikar, Toxicology Consultant .............................................................. Hong Kong
- Dr. Sojil Jacob, SpR in Occupational Medicine ........................................................ Ireland
- Markus Timossari, CEO DrugtestScandinavia .......................................................... Sweden
- Dr. Alberto Salomone, President EWDTs, .................................................................. Italy
- Dr. Win Schrieden, Chairman EWDTs Guideline Committee ..................................... Netherlands
- Josephine Kenney, First Advantage and Chairing IFDAT Legal Committee ................ USA

PAST CONFERENCE SPEAKERS
- Adam Prolem, DynaCare Workplace ........................................................................... Canada
- Anthony Wong, Maxilab .............................................................................................. Brazil
- Benjamin Gerson, Omega Laboratories ......................................................................... USA
- Bon Iczak, Accurate Background .................................................................................... USA
- Bruce Demers, CannAmm ............................................................................................... Canada
- Bruce Goldberger, University of Florida ....................................................................... USA
- Coleen Volksdorf, Quest ................................................................................................. USA
- Dan Demers, CannAmm | SAPAA ................................................................................... Canada
- David Kunetz, CRI, Laboratory ..................................................................................... USA
- Doug Mullen, Airlines for America ................................................................................ USA
- Frank Zampello, ExxonMobil ....................................................................................... USA
- James Johnson, Airline Pilots Association .................................................................... USA
- John Buchanan, HR ...................................................................................................... USA
- John Travers, Sensabues ............................................................................................... UK
- Josephine Kenney, First Advantage ............................................................................ USA
- Kurt Bothner, FarmFax Inc. ........................................................................................... USA
- Laura Shelton, DATLA .................................................................................................. USA
- Marco Cantaro, Brazilian Society of Aerospace Medicine ........................................... Brazil
- Mark Hawthorne, Hik Instruments ............................................................................... Sweden
- Michael Abreu, DISA .................................................................................................... USA
- Michele Liu, Cathay Pacific Airways ............................................................................. China
- Mike Affleck, CBI Workplace Solutions ......................................................................... Canada
- Mike Gonzalez, AWSI ................................................................................................... USA
- Nancy Alt, Pinkerton ..................................................................................................... USA
- Nina French, Current Consulting Group | DATLA ........................................................ USA
- Raul Rotlha, Revico ...................................................................................................... Estonia
- Richard Clay, Psychemedics ......................................................................................... USA
- Rod Dale, The Drug Detection Agency ........................................................................ New Zealand
- Stephen Brass, Brassets ................................................................................................ Australia
- Susan Nolan, DrugFree Sites ........................................................................................ New Zealand
- Thomas Keller, University of Salzburg .......................................................................... Austria
- Thomas Kupiec, DNA Solutions .................................................................................... USA
- Todd Simo, HireRight .................................................................................................... USA
- Tony Waters, MindFlex Films ....................................................................................... USA
IRELAND: Home of the shamrock, Guinness, breathtaking scenery and world renowned golf is just the beginning. Discover the history, experience the culture and participate in the adventure that makes Ireland known a destination of excitement and cheer. Let IFDAT take you there.

IFDAT GROUP EVENT OPTIONS INCLUDE (SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 2ND, 2018):

- **Golfing at The Island Golf Course**: founded in 1890, overlooked by the North County Dublin village of Malahide, ranked 13th in Golf Digest Ireland’s Top 100 Course.

- **Tour of the iconic Guinness Storehouse**: Located in the heart of the St. James’s Gate Brewery, the Guinness Storehouse® is Ireland’s most popular tourist attraction. Experience telling the tale of Ireland’s famous beer, with tastings and a rooftop bar.

- **Hike the The Wicklow Mountains** with Dr. Donnelly as our guide: Over one million visits are estimated to be made each year to this iconic destination that will leave you breathless from the view.

*More details to come…*
IFDAT will be held in the iconic Marker Hotel. A venue that combines tranquility, beauty and adventure in an unparalleled way. At the Marker, there is something for everyone and every mood. Explore Dublin Docklands, yoga, running, wake dock, and so much more. Take advantage of IFDAT rates by booking soon.

CONTACT
Phone: +353 (0) 1 687 5100
Email: info@themarker.ie

ADDRESS
The Marker Hotel, Grand Canal Square, Docklands, Dublin 2, D02 CK38, Ireland

GPS COORDINATES
Latitude: 53.344406
Longitude: -6.239048

DIRECTIONS
From Dublin Airport
From Dublin Port
From Belfast
From Cork
From Galway

ALTERNATIVE RECOMMENDED ACCOMMODATION AT THE CLAYTON HOTEL CARDIFF LANE

CONTACT
Phone: +353 1 643 9500
Email: info.cardifflane@claytonhotels.com

ADDRESS
Clayton Hotel Cardiff Lane, Sir John Rogersons Quay, Dublin, Dublin 2, D02 YT21, Ireland

GPS COORDINATES
Latitude: 53.345362
Longitude: -6.240909
2018 ATTENDEE PRICING

SAPAA, DATIA AND EWDS MEMBERS RECEIVE A DISCOUNT! MEMBERSHIPS VERIFIED.

TWO DAY STAY
$425 if paid before May 1, 2018
$350 for SAPAA, DATIA and EWDS members if paid before May 1, 2018
$475 if paid between May 2 and August 30, 2018
$400 for SAPAA, DATIA and EWDS members if paid between May 2 and August 30, 2018
$550 if paid after September 1, 2018
Credit cards or checks will be accepted at the conference.

ONE DAY STAY
$325 if paid before May 1, 2018
$400 if paid after May 2, 2018

SPONSOR GUEST FEE
$350 if paid by sponsors 30 days in advance of the conference otherwise, standard prices apply.

WHAT IS INCLUDED?
Welcome reception, breakfast, lunches and coffee/tea breaks are included.

PAYMENT AND REGISTRATION
Please go to www.ifdat.com to register and submit payment. Registration is complete once payment has been processed.

CANCELLATION POLICY
Cancellations made before May 30, 2018 will be reimbursed 90% of the registration fee. Cancellations made after May 31, 2018 will be reimbursed 20% of the registration fee.

NEW OFFER!
THREE FOR THE PRICE OF TWO
If three people from the same company attend, only two pay, the third is free! Email your company name and attendee names to info@ifdat.com to redeem this offer.

OPTIONAL DINNER
Monday, September 3: Join fellow conference attendees In Irish evening with traditional music, dancers and food. More information will come.

SUNDAY ACTIVITIES
On Sunday September 2, 2018 we will organize trekking in the mountains, golf and a visit to the Guinness brewery. More information to come.
Monday, September 3: Join fellow conference attendees at the well-known Abbey Tavern for an Irish evening with traditional music, dancers and food.

Transportation to the event will be a memorable event as well, thanks to Dublin Bay Cruises.

6.15pm: Meet at departure point in city and board boat

6.30pm: Depart city

Sail to Howth (drinks cruise)

7.45pm: Arrive Howth

8.00pm: Dinner at Abbey Tavern
SPONSOR & EXHIBITOR INFORMATION

PLATINUM
- Prominent branding on all advertising, web and conference materials
- Speaker, 20 minutes at main program
- Member of the program committee
- Sponsor of the day
- Prime exhibition space
- Free attendance for three delegates
- Attendee email addresses on week prior to conference
- Two pieces of materials in conference bag
- 3 minute sales pitch in main program

$9,975 Max 2 Platinum Sponsors

GOLD
- Branding on all advertising, web and conference materials
- ½ page presentation in conference booklet
- Exhibition space
- Free attendance for two delegates
- Attendee email addresses after the conference
- Two pieces of materials in conference bag
- 3 minute sales pitch in main program

$4,700 Max 6 Gold Sponsors

SILVER
- Exhibition space
- Free attendance for one delegate
- ¼ page Presentation in conference booklet

$2,500 Max 12 Silver Sponsors

Sponsorship of the “Welcome Reception” and the “Farewell Drinks” are also available.

New for Platinum and Gold sponsors this year; 3 minute sales pitch in the main program!

If you are interested in sponsor or exhibitor opportunities for the 2018 conference, please contact Per Björklöv at per.bjorklov@telia.com for more information.